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in 1994 ukraine became the first formerly soviet republic to experience a
peaceful transfer of power via the ballot box when leonid kuchma won a
presidential election replacing leonid kravchuk in contrast the other post
soviet states were recognized as successors only to their corresponding union
republics however russia s status as the sole legitimate successor in this
capacity has been disputed by ukraine which has proclaimed by law that it is
the successor state to both the ukrainian ssr and the soviet union as a whole
a universal state succession occurs when one state is completely extinguished
and its sovereignty is replaced by that of one or more successor states a
partial state succession occurs when the state continues to exist after it
has lost control of a part of its territory the western front of russia s
confrontation with the collective west also includes the baltic states the
post soviet success story they joined both the european union and nato but
russia considers them contested territory and is using new methods of cyber
warfare against its former subjects the agreement on succession issues of the
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former socialist federal republic of yugoslavia was then signed on 29 june
2001 leading to the sharing of international assets among the five sovereign
equal successor states russia is the main de facto internationally recognized
successor state to the soviet union after the cold war ukraine has by law
claimed that it is a state successor of both the ukrainian ssr and the soviet
union which stayed under dispute over formerly soviet owned areas refon legal
succession of ukraine articles 7 and 8 ref 2 3 lecture 20 successor states of
eastern europe overview contrary to the great illusion that the end of world
war i heralded a new era of peace the interwar period can be considered to
form part of a thirty years war spanning the period from 1914 to 1945 the
value of state practice before the second world war as a guide to today s
problems of succession is questionable the post war era of decolonisation and
the end of the cold war led to the total number of states increasing nearly
fourfold and has given us a useful body of modern state practice the
dissolution of yugoslavia after 1990 has so far resulted in seven successor
states slovenia croatia bosnia hercegovina serbia kosova kosovo montenegro
north macedonia that stand in the focus of this chapter although it explains
also the extremely federalized and decentralized political system and
structure of communist yugoslavia as abstract after the dissolution of the
ussr in 1991 the fourteen successor states began to distance themselves from
russia and its language this situation was strikingly different from most
post colonial states of asia africa and latin america that maintained the
languages of the former colonizers for researchers the post soviet context
eugene huskey author and article information daedalus 2016 145 3 69 82 doi
org 10 1162 daed a 00398 cite pdf permissions share views abstract a quarter
century after the collapse of the ussr authoritarian politics dominates seven
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of the fifteen successor states by providing parallel histories of the
fifteen successor states interspersed with thematic studies the series will
explore both the diversity of these histories and the threads that hold them
together acknowledging both a common past and a variety of trajectories
nationhood and the national question in the soviet union and its successor
states an institutionalist account rogers brubaker university of california
los angeles book nationalism reframed online publication 06 july 2010 chapter
doi doi org 10 1017 cbo9780511558764 003 the sec ond group is the 15
successor states of the former soviet union whose economies col lapsed in the
early 1990s finally regaining prior levels of gdp per capita in 2005 read
this article in the wake of the ukrainian crisis in 2013 2014 renewed
attention has been given to the earlier so called frozen conflicts of the
successor states of the soviet union in georgia moldova and azerbaijan
national conflicts of the early 1990s resulted in establishment of four
breakaway regions the de facto states in 1919 the allies and the united
states compelled the successor states to sign minority protection treaties
which provided for the protection of ethnic minority communities under the
ethnic migrations of the 1990s from and to the successor states of the former
soviet union repatriation or privileged migration the diadochi daɪˈædəkaɪ dy
ad ə ky 1 singular diadochos from greek Διάδοχοι translit diádochoi lit
successors koinē greek pronunciation diˈadokʰy were the rival generals
families and friends of alexander the great who fought for control over his
empire after his death in 323 bc successor states to an empire in free fall
theories with wonderful names are emerging to describe our post postmodern
culture and society alan kirby is fascinated by the cultural dominant s
shadow it was during the 1920s and 1930s that most of what are now the 15
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newly independent successor states to the soviet union were established



post soviet world what you need to know about the 15 states Mar 28 2024 in
1994 ukraine became the first formerly soviet republic to experience a
peaceful transfer of power via the ballot box when leonid kuchma won a
presidential election replacing leonid kravchuk
post soviet states wikipedia Feb 27 2024 in contrast the other post soviet
states were recognized as successors only to their corresponding union
republics however russia s status as the sole legitimate successor in this
capacity has been disputed by ukraine which has proclaimed by law that it is
the successor state to both the ukrainian ssr and the soviet union as a whole
succession of states wikipedia Jan 26 2024 a universal state succession
occurs when one state is completely extinguished and its sovereignty is
replaced by that of one or more successor states a partial state succession
occurs when the state continues to exist after it has lost control of a part
of its territory
the return of history the post soviet space thirty years Dec 25 2023 the
western front of russia s confrontation with the collective west also
includes the baltic states the post soviet success story they joined both the
european union and nato but russia considers them contested territory and is
using new methods of cyber warfare against its former subjects
breakup of yugoslavia wikipedia Nov 24 2023 the agreement on succession
issues of the former socialist federal republic of yugoslavia was then signed
on 29 june 2001 leading to the sharing of international assets among the five
sovereign equal successor states
post soviet states simple english wikipedia the free Oct 23 2023 russia is
the main de facto internationally recognized successor state to the soviet
union after the cold war ukraine has by law claimed that it is a state



successor of both the ukrainian ssr and the soviet union which stayed under
dispute over formerly soviet owned areas refon legal succession of ukraine
articles 7 and 8 ref 2 3
hist 202 lecture 20 successor states of eastern europe Sep 22 2023 lecture 20
successor states of eastern europe overview contrary to the great illusion
that the end of world war i heralded a new era of peace the interwar period
can be considered to form part of a thirty years war spanning the period from
1914 to 1945
succession of states chapter 20 handbook of international law Aug 21 2023 the
value of state practice before the second world war as a guide to today s
problems of succession is questionable the post war era of decolonisation and
the end of the cold war led to the total number of states increasing nearly
fourfold and has given us a useful body of modern state practice
yugoslavia and successor states springerlink Jul 20 2023 the dissolution of
yugoslavia after 1990 has so far resulted in seven successor states slovenia
croatia bosnia hercegovina serbia kosova kosovo montenegro north macedonia
that stand in the focus of this chapter although it explains also the
extremely federalized and decentralized political system and structure of
communist yugoslavia as
multilingualism in post soviet successor states compass hub Jun 19 2023
abstract after the dissolution of the ussr in 1991 the fourteen successor
states began to distance themselves from russia and its language this
situation was strikingly different from most post colonial states of asia
africa and latin america that maintained the languages of the former
colonizers for researchers the post soviet context
authoritarian leadership in the post communist world mit press May 18 2023



eugene huskey author and article information daedalus 2016 145 3 69 82 doi
org 10 1162 daed a 00398 cite pdf permissions share views abstract a quarter
century after the collapse of the ussr authoritarian politics dominates seven
of the fifteen successor states
elements in soviet and post soviet history Apr 17 2023 by providing parallel
histories of the fifteen successor states interspersed with thematic studies
the series will explore both the diversity of these histories and the threads
that hold them together acknowledging both a common past and a variety of
trajectories
nationhood and the national question in the soviet union and Mar 16 2023
nationhood and the national question in the soviet union and its successor
states an institutionalist account rogers brubaker university of california
los angeles book nationalism reframed online publication 06 july 2010 chapter
doi doi org 10 1017 cbo9780511558764 003
american sociological review after state socialism the Feb 15 2023 the sec
ond group is the 15 successor states of the former soviet union whose
economies col lapsed in the early 1990s finally regaining prior levels of gdp
per capita in 2005
inside the post soviet de facto states a comparison of Jan 14 2023 read this
article in the wake of the ukrainian crisis in 2013 2014 renewed attention
has been given to the earlier so called frozen conflicts of the successor
states of the soviet union in georgia moldova and azerbaijan national
conflicts of the early 1990s resulted in establishment of four breakaway
regions the de facto states
post war europe nations states collapsing empires rtÉ Dec 13 2022 in 1919 the
allies and the united states compelled the successor states to sign minority



protection treaties which provided for the protection of ethnic minority
communities under the
diasporas and ethnic migrants germany israel and russia in Nov 12 2022 ethnic
migrations of the 1990s from and to the successor states of the former soviet
union repatriation or privileged migration
diadochi wikipedia Oct 11 2022 the diadochi daɪˈædəkaɪ dy ad ə ky 1 singular
diadochos from greek Διάδοχοι translit diádochoi lit successors koinē greek
pronunciation diˈadokʰy were the rival generals families and friends of
alexander the great who fought for control over his empire after his death in
323 bc
successor states to an empire in free fall times higher Sep 10 2022 successor
states to an empire in free fall theories with wonderful names are emerging
to describe our post postmodern culture and society alan kirby is fascinated
by the cultural dominant s shadow
migration dilemmas haunt post soviet russia Aug 09 2022 it was during the
1920s and 1930s that most of what are now the 15 newly independent successor
states to the soviet union were established
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